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Familiar?

Today, I needed to run one more experiment
because I forgot some information on how I got
the nice results I want to publish and my
supervisor wants to check everything. So I copied  

the data again on Lemaitre2 and submitted the 5 jobs. I then
realized I copied the wrong input file and had to cancel all jobs and
resubmit them. But then I forgot to redefine the dependencies so
one started too early – the intermediate result wasn't ready yet-
and I have to resubmit it. And of course now Lemaitre2 is full so
I should probably start everything again on NIC4.  I really hate my 
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You follow workflows...

“A workflow is a precise description of a
scientific procedure — a multi-step process to

coordinate multiple tasks, acting like a
sophisticated script” 

P. Romano, “Automation of in-silico data analysis processes through workflow management systems,” Brief Bioinform, vol. 9, no. 1, pp. 57–68, Jan. 2008
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Yours can be simple..

Adapted from http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/WORKS.2008.4723958
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.. or complex

http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/WORKS.2008.4723958
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.. or complex

http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/WORKS.2008.4723958
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.. or even bizarre

http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/WORKS.2008.4723958
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By hand?

● Error prone

● Cumbersome

● Does not scale

● How do you share?

● How do you explain?

● How do you recall provenance?
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Workflow systems

Platforms that offer

(1) invocation of the service applications and handling the heterogeneity of data
types and interfaces on multiple computing platforms;
(2) monitoring and recovery from failures;
(3) optimization of memory, storage, and execution, including concurrency and
parallelization;
(4) data handling: mapping, referencing, movement, streaming, and staging;
(5) logging of processes and data provenance tracking; and
(6) security and monitoring of access policies.

C. Globe & D. Roure. in The fourth Paradigm: Data-Intensive Scientific Discover, pp 137-145, Microsoft Research, 2009
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Using a workflow system?

● Error prone

● Cumbersome                 No as it is automated

● Does not scale

● How do you share?

● How do you explain?                           All in one file

● How do you reacll provenance?
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GNU make

● Remember we used GNU make as a parallel computing tool?

● We can use it as a simple workflow management too as well

                                               =
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GNU make

● Remember we used GNU make as a parallel computing tool?

● We can use it as a simple workflow management too as well

                                            Nice little trick in Make v4: put 
SHELL=srun

.SHELLFLAGS= <slurm options> bash -c

● at the beginning of you Makefile
to run all commands through Slurm
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Makeflow = Make + Workflow

http://ccl.cse.nd.edu/software/makeflow/
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Makeflow = Make + Workflow

http://ccl.cse.nd.edu/software/makeflow/
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Dependency graph

makeflow_viz -D dot Makefile.expanded > example.dot && dot -Tpng < example.dot > res.png
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Passing Slurm options

http://ccl.cse.nd.edu/software/manuals/makeflow.html
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Wrapper
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Other options
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Makeflow

● Syntax similar to make

● Able to submit jobs to Slurm

● Simple but useful

● No file input/output management

● Does not scale to hundreds of jobs
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Enters
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From now on...

Today, I had a walk by the lake and I had a great
new idea about the parameter choice. When I came
back to the office, I simply adapted the workflow
and relaunched it just before attending the seminar .

I then left for lunch while my jobs were submitted and monitored by
the workflow management system. I know that 2 jobs crashed because
of a hardware issue and they were rescheduled so I will get the result a
bit later. I hope the result will be spectacular. My lab mates wonder
how I work so quickly.. I really should someday talk to them about
Fireworks and Makeflow, etc. Anyway, I love my work since I attended
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